Sospes EH&S Solutions for the
Manufacturing Industry

Proven Results
“It’s probably freed up at
least half of my time per
day...any safety person’s
job is to IMPROVE not just
maintain”
Kris Thom, Sospes Customer
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T

he Manufacturing Industry faces unique EH&S and productivity challenges
from an operational and risk management standpoint. Addressing them is
not only important to maintaining your business efficiencies, viability and
reputation, but your competitive environment demands it. Sospes is perfect

for connecting your workforce to management with an easy-to-use mobile App that
effectively collects the information that makes you safer and more productive. Sospes
saves you time and improves your organizational performance.

Sospes Organizational Impact
Simple App removes communication
barriers for improved employee
engagement.

Increased efficiency and error
reduction with anytime mobile data
collection.

Real-time event notification for
proactive incident response and
mitigation.

Continuous improvement through
leading indicator dashboards and
analytics.

Reduced administrative workload
increases functional efficiency.

Flexible system design scales to
meet your company needs today and
tomorrow.
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Sospes software connects your workforce with an easy-to-use mobile App to collect
information for addressing EH&S incidents that occur across the company. On-demand
analytics and real-time reporting puts actionable data at your fingertips for incident prevention and continuous improvement.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
Complete EH&S Incident
Reporting

Mobile Inspection

Task Assignment and
Corrective Action Mgmt

Auto Regulatory & Mgmt
Report Creation

Voice/Audio Entry Capable

Secure Microsoft Azure
Cloud

Real-time Dashboards

GPS Tagging

Certification Tracking

Apple and Android Mobile
App

Custom Forms Creation

No Internal IT
Maintenance Required
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